BANKS

Questions: *Do you like banks? Why? / Why not?*

- Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. I have only ten dollars in my bank ________________.
2. You can talk to a bank ________________ at a counter window inside a bank.
3. I don’t have enough money to buy a new car, so I’m going to ________________ money from a bank.
4. When you borrow money from a bank, you have to return the money and also pay the bank ________________.
5. An Automatic Teller Machine is an ________________.
6. Another way to say Internet banking is ________________.
7. You can put important papers and jewelry in a bank ________________.
8. A person who works at a bank and controls it, or manages it, is called a bank ________________.
9. When you go to a bank (or ATM) and put money into your account, you ________________ money.
10. When you go to a bank (or ATM) and take money out of your account, you ________________ money.
11. A bank ________________ might carry a gun to protect the people and money at a bank.
12. I like that bank, but it doesn’t have a ________________ in the small town where I live.
13. Many stores will accept cash or a credit card, but not a ________________.
15. A person who has a bank account is called a bank ________________.

A  account  n.
ATM  n.
B  borrow  v.
branch  n.
C  check  v.
customer  n.
deposit  n., v.
interest  n.
D  manager  n.
online banking  n.
 robber  n.
M  safety deposit box  n.
security guard  n.
O  teller  n.
W  withdraw  v.
Aim  Supplementary vocabulary building
Level  Intermediate to Advanced
Time  Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

1. account
2. teller
3. borrow
4. interest
5. ATM
6. online banking
7. safety deposit box
8. manager
9. deposit
10. withdraw
11. security guard
12. branch
13. check  
   (British Eng. = cheque)
14. robber
15. customer